Rogaining in a nutshell
• ‘Controls’ are scattered across the course
area
• Each member of a team receives a map with
the location of the controls marked on it
• Each control has a point value assigned to it
• You get the points by visiting the control
• You have a designated amount of time to get
as many points as you can

What does a map look like?

Regional (bush) map

Metropolitan map

• The controls are indicated by the circle and number. Each control has a
unique number. To calculate the points of each control, drop the units, ie
control 64 = 60 points, control 23 = 20 points
• A description of each control is on the back of the map. These describe
what feature you’re looking for, eg the watercourse, the gully, a
playground…
Note:
‘The’ = a feature that is identifiable on the map, eg The lake
‘A’ = a feature that is not discernable on the map, eg A playground

Where’s the start/finish?

Rules

•

The HH (triangle) on the map is known as the
Hash House. This is both the start and finish, and
Admin area. In bush rogaines, this is also the
camping/meals area.

•

All teams start at the same time from this location
and will finish here also.

•

The Hash House location will be included in the
Final Instructions that are emailed out to all
competitors and posted on the website in the week
before the event.

As with any sport, there are many rules. The important ones are as follows:
• Teams must remain within unaided verbal contact of one another at all times
• All team members must go within 5m of each control visited
• Teams must travel by foot only
• Only maps and compasses can be used for navigation – no GPS devices are
allowed
• Competitors to take care when crossing fences, crossing at corner posts, solid
posts or between wires wherever possible. Gates need to be left in the same
state as they were found.

Stages of the event
• Planning
• Execution
• Adaptation
• Finish!

Planning

• 1-3 hours of planning with the map,

depending upon the length of the event

• Where will you go?
• Estimate your speed:
– Novice of average fitness, allowing for

navigation time ..... 1.5 to 2.5km/hr
– Experienced, super fit team..... 5.5km/hr
– Average team.... 3.5 to 4.5km/hr (hopefully)

NB In a metro setting,
teams may travel a little
faster than this if they’re
staying on roads

• How far do you anticipate travelling in the allotted time?
• Do you want to go into the hills, or stay on the flatter ground?
• Use a string or ruler to help measure distance
• Find a loop that maximises your points for that distance
• Use a highlighter pen to mark the final route on your map

Planning - Tips
•

Choose a route with options – make
decision points

•

Avoid controls/areas that don’t suit
you
– hard navigation
– big hills

•

Plan to visit water drops in the bush
events

•

Make your route home easy (downhill
if possible or along major tracks)

•

Try to avoid being a long way away
from the Hash House at the ½ way
mark. You will be slower towards the
end.

Red – planned short route
Purple – add on loops if
going okay and have time
Black – if travelling really
well, might consider
tacking on an extra loop
(can always drop #30 and
#40 if running out of time)

Practice

Extreme Planning!

You can use a pin board
and pins as a tool in
planning. Enables you to
easily see where the
highest points are on a
map. Use string to roughly
work out distance.

Execution
• Physical
– It’s easier than you think!
– Go at your own pace

– Remember to eat and drink

– Take the path of least resistance (tracks vs bush)

– Treat any blisters early with proper blister kits (not just a

bandaid)

Execution
• Teamwork
– You can only go as fast as your
slowest person

– Check each other’s navigation

(try verbalising what you should
be seeing, eg ‘We should be
going past a watercourse in
100m’, ‘We should be coming up
to a crossroad’)

– Be each other’s sanity check

Navigation
• Ways to navigate:
– Contours
– Compass and pace counting
– Features (tracks, point to point)
– Follow the others!

Contours
A very reliable navigation method
(mountains don’t move very often!)

Contours

• Circles are at the top of hills (eg the hill that is 495m on the map below)
• The blue lines are watercourses (generally dry in SA!)
• Remember – water flows downhill (easier to navigate when going down
watercourses and up spurs)

Contours
• If Deadman Gulch had water in it, which way would it
flow?

Left to Right or Right to Left?
Answer:
Right to left
When a
contour line
crosses a
stream the
contour line
bends and
forms a V.
This is
significant
because the
tip of the V
shows where
the water is
coming from.

Contours
IMPORTANT
Close contours
=
steep hill!!

Match the
contours
with the hill
shape

Answers:
1=B
2=E
3=D
4=C
5=F
6=A

Pace Counting
• Used to estimate how far you’ve gone (very
useful in bush events, and for night navigation)
• How? Count your paces! 1, 2, 3, 4, 5…
• Tips:
– Before the event, work out your stride length
(ie how many paces you take in 100m - on
average it’s ~60)
– Have 2 people pace counting
– Use a counting aid, eg stones, fingers

Navigation – Using the features
• Roads, tracks, vegetation, creeks, dams, windmills,
fences, gates, high points
• Go from one feature to the next – like reading a
street directory
• Tip: Think about what might not be accurate
on the map
– Tracks can change! Buildings get demolished
– Creeks in SA generally have no water
– Pines get cut down! Bushfires remove vegetation

Navigation – Using the features cont.
• Controls are generally placed with an ‘attack point’
on the map, ie using a feature that you can navigate
from, eg from a track junction, a high hill,
powerlines, a dam or a watercourse junction
• Use ‘catching features’ as back up, ie large roads,
significant watercourses. Head to these if lost or
misplaced and use them to reorient yourselves.

Navigation – north, south, east, west
• North is at the top of every map, therefore south is at the bottom!
• Keep your map ALWAYS orientated towards north. Eg think about
your car’s GPS – as you go around a corner, the map moves
accordingly. This is what you do with the map in your hand.
• Use your compass to orientate your map to north.
• In SA, our maps have magnetic north lines printed 1km apart.
• Use your thumb on the map to track your position at all times. Your
thumb should indicate exactly where you think you are on the map.
Beware when crossing fences, as it’s very easy to forget exactly
where you thought you were.
• There are good videos on the internet to learn how to take bearings
with a compass. Bearings are necessary when rogaining in the bush,
when you want to walk in a straight line from one point to the next.

Navigation – Finding it
• Controls are located at the EXACT centre of the
circle

• The distance from edge to edge of a circle can be

between 90m and 150m, depending upon the map
scale

• Look at the map below: Control 65 is to the southwest of the top of the hill (not on top of the hill!)

What to do when you get to a
control
• Each control has a light wand (punch) attached to it

• Hold the light wand on your wrist band and a red light
will flash to indicate it has registered
• In bush rogaines - write the time, your team number
and the next control you’re going to on the Intentions
Sheet

Navigation example
• How would you get from 30 to 40?
Answer:
There’s no correct answer!
You could:
•
•
•

•

Follow the watercourse down
into the gully, then follow the
other one up the other side.
Take a bearing and go in a
straight line from 30 to 40
following the compass.
If there’s blackberries in the
creekline, you might want to
walk north-east to the clear
area, cross the gully, then go
up the spur on the other side,
before making your way across
to the watercourse.
Walk along the track (longest
way, but sometimes the best if
vegetation is thick).

Adaption
• Re-evaluate your plan during event
• Use your decision points
• Consider your pace so far and likely pace until the end
– How fast have you gone
– How fast do you need to go from here
– Speed = Distance / Time
– BIG penalties for being late
• Trim or extend your route to suit so you are not late (or too
early) to the finish (phone the organiser if you are going to be
more than 30 minutes late)

Food - Tips
• On longer events, you need energy
food (your excuse to pig out!)

– Fast carbs (glucose)
– Mix of sweet and savoury
– Have a decent breakfast
– Have a decent carb-laden dinner
the night before

– Consider how heavy your food
will be – don’t over do it

• About 1-2 litres of water per person.
For bush events, or if very hot, take
2-3 litres of water.

Clothing & Health Tips
• Wear your shoes in, well before the event
• Night before – cut your toe-nails VERY
short!
• Light back-pack
• Spray jacket
• Small first aid kit with mandatory gear
• Go for clothing layers - can strip down or
add to, depending on weather
• Travel light. Carefully consider the weight
of the food and clothing you want to carry.

Help on the Day
• Help and tutorials near the Admin tent before event
• Look for the people in high-vis vests
• Don’t be afraid to ask people for help

Program On the Day
• Registration opens. Take your signed Indemnity Form to Admin and
they will check the names of all your team members and that you’ve
got your mandatory safety equipment. They will then hand you your
maps and electronic wrist bands.
• Start your route planning
• 15 minutes before event commences, there is a pre-event brief
–
–

Hand in your Flight Plan (only in bush events)
Get your wrist tag ‘briefed’ by the start punch (only in bush events)

• Event starts and all teams head off to follow the route they’ve chosen
• Event finishes – DON’T BE LATE
–

If you finish early make sure you report to the Admin team before
you go home and get your wrist tag cut off.

• Results announced as soon as possible

